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Basma AlSulaiman 
Museum of Contemporary Art

Metaverses, Avatars and contemporary art might be words un-
familiar to common dialogue anywhere, but they are the new 
buzz words hitting the Saudi and international art scene with 
reckoning force, thanks to the launch of BASMOCA: Basma 
Alsulaiman Museum of Contemporary Art.  
 
Artists, patrons, aesthetic and cultural enthusiasts, locally and 
abroad are all invited to become part of a cyber-universe that 
is making history; BASMOCA is the first virtual museum in the 
world that is based on an actual art collection, and is a pio-
neering project on a global scale set to change the art world.  
Over the past few decades, Alsulaiman has amassed a com-
prehensive and varied pan-global collection of contemporary 
art, which includes paintings, photography, sculptures and 

installations.  “I was buying art all over the place, wherever I 
saw it,’ she says. ‘I started to look into exhibitions and muse-
ums, and the first contemporary show to blow my mind was 
Charles Saatchi’s Sensation (1997) at the Royal Academy, 
London.”  As a champion of young Saudi artists Alsulaiman 
has acquired pieces by the Kingdom‘s celebrated artists that 
are garnering much international acclaim: artworks from the 
soldier Abdulnasser Gharem‘s Restored Behavior series, like 
The Pat,”Concrete Block II“; Bassem Al Sharqi‘s Jeddah 
Barcodes, which consists of 36 canvases of different sizes 
positioned together; Halim Al-Karim‘s eerily striking 
Urban Witnesses Series; and, Dr. Ahmed Mater‘s 
AW Yellow Cow 

 É¡àYƒª› ´GóHEG øe á«°üî°ûdG É¡à©àe áª°ùH â≤à°SG ó≤dh . ájOƒ©°ùdG á«Hô©dG áμ∏ªŸG §°Sh ‘ º«°ü≤dG á©WÉ≤e ¤EG ¿É«ªàæj øjódGh øe ¿Éª«∏°ùdG áª°ùH äódh

 øμdh  ,áæ«©e á«°ùæL IGƒ¡dG ¢†©H π q°†Øj . á«ŸÉY äÉØ°UGƒÃ É¡LÉàfEG ≈∏Y â∏ªY ób É¡fCG kÉ°Uƒ°üNh É¡dÉªYCG øjôNB’G ácQÉ°ûe  áª°ùH äOGQCG óbh . á°UÉÿG á«qæØdG

 »gh ÜÉÑ°ûdG ÚjOƒ©°ùdG ÚfÉæØdG IÒ°üf »g ,¬æ«Y âbƒdG ‘h . ô°UÉ©ŸG âëædGh º°SôdGh ¢Vô©dGh ôjƒ°üà∏d  á«©bGh áeÉY Iô¶f Ωó≤J á«ŸÉ©dG áª°ùH áYƒª›

 .øμ‡ ¥É£f ™°ShCG ≈∏Y º¡dÉªYCG ¢Vô©d á°ùªëàe

 ó≤©dG ‘ qøØdG ÒKCÉJ ióe ≈∏Y ábóHh áª°ùH ä qõcQ ,∂dP IGRGƒÃh . áeÉ©∏d  áMÉàŸG á°UÉÿG áYƒªéŸG á≤«≤M π qãÁ »©bGh ∞ëàe ó«°ùéàH zÉcƒª°ùH{  ájDhQ QƒëªàJ

.ô°UÉ©ŸG øØ∏d áªFGódG áYƒªéŸG êÉàfE’ »bGôdG »°üî°ûdG É¡bhP ≈∏Y »°VÉŸG

 . §°ShC’G ¥ô°ûdGh ájOƒ©°ùdG á«Hô©dG áμ∏ªŸG øe ÚÄ°TÉædG ÜÉÑ°ûdG ÚfÉæØ∏d èjhÎdG πLCG  øe - π°üØæe …ÒdÉc - Écƒª°ùH qº°†à°S

 øe ¬JÉfƒμe Ò©à°ùj …òdG OÉ©HC’G »KÓãdG á«JÉeƒ∏©ŸG AÉ°†a ‘ ¢SÉædG É¡«a πYÉØàj »àdG á«°VGÎa’G ⁄Gƒ©dG É«LƒdƒæμJ ≈∏Y õμJôJ , á«°VGÎaG áMÉ°ùe »g Écƒª°ùH

 ájõeôH ™ qªéàdG øe GƒfÉc ÉªæjCG ⁄É©dG ‘ ¢SÉædG ø qμªàj å«M ¿Éμe ¬fEG ,π«∏≤H ∞ëàŸG øe ÌcCG πH ,∞ëàe ¬fEG . á«FÉjõ«a OhóM ¿hO øe øμdh »≤«≤◊G ⁄É©dG

 . ájOÉ°üàb’G h á«YÉªàL’G hCG á«aÉ≤ãdG äÉjƒ¡dGh ¥ô©dGh ¢ùæ÷Gh ôª©dG øY ô¶ædG q¢†¨H ,á«≤«≤Mh á«©bGh á°ù∏L ‘ äÉeƒ∏©ŸGh QÉμaC’G GƒdOÉÑàjh øØdG Gƒ∏eCÉà«d
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Series, among many others. 
Count yourself lucky, if you have the oppor-
tunity to enjoy the collection in the corporeal 
sense, but with Alsulaiman‘s private collection 
split between her homes in London and Jeddah  
– fulfilling such an invitation is not without its 
challenges.  BASMOCA dissolves any obstacles 
mobility might present, by extending an open 
invitation to appreciate her extensive private 
collection, vicariously through your custom de-
signed avatar.  
Based on Virtual Worlds Technology, BASMOCA 
is a Metaverse, in which people interact in 3D 
cyberspace that uses the metaphor of the real 
world, but without its physical limitations.  BAS-
MOCA is a museum, but so much more than 
that; it is a place where people anywhere in 
the world can come together, in Avatar form, to 
look at art and exchange ideas and information, 
in a real life setting, regardless of age, gender, 
ethnic, cultural or socio-economic identities.

“I want to share my vision with other people. By 
embracing technology, we can make the col-
lection available, all over the world, to as many 
people as possible. To be able to show an inter-
national collection in a global forum, this is the 
future,” Alsulaiman expresses. 

Although Saudi has a strong cultural tradition 
in verbal art forms, such as poetry and stories, 
plastic art is relatively new to the region. There 
is no formal art college and art is not taught in 
schools. Art practice in Saudi comes from per-
sonal initiatives and instinct. Saudi artists are 
often self-taught, although sponsors such as Al-
mansoriah and Edge of Arabia are now send-
ing young artists abroad to study. Nevertheless, 
artists usually have other jobs and create art in 
their spare time. Saudi is a country full of crea-
tive potential and the art is very rich. So much is 
unsaid but beginning to be expressed by artists 
such as Dr Ahmed Mater and the soldier Abdul 
Nasser Gharem whose multi-faceted work en-
compasses beautiful imagery and controversial 
ideas.  

Saudi artists are keen to be seen abroad but also 
aware that they need to learn; they require criti-
cal responses to their own work as well as ex-
posure to the work of others. That aside, Saudi 
artists are creating the most interesting art in the 
Gulf region. BASMOCA’s mission is to break 
down these barriers, allow people to explore 
different art and cultures, discover new artists 
and ideas, whilst experiencing a real collection 
in an interactive way.  In addition to the per-
manent collection of contemporary artworks, 
BASMOCA will also house a separate gallery 
to promote young, emerging artists from Saudi 
and the Middle East.

Design your Avatar and commence your jour-
ney into the contemporary art world that is 
BASMOCA. Visit www.basmoca.com and click 
on the virtual museum to download the Second 
Life application.  




